Top 50 manufacturers of construction machinery. Caterpillar keeps
the 1st place.
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Despite the fact that upon the results of 2014, a general trend towards a decrease in sales level
can be seen for the entire construction machinery industry, individual companies still were able
to achieve considerable success. So, Chinese manufacturer XCMG took its place in the top ten.
As a whole, total revenue of 50 largest world manufacturers of construction equipment continues
to decline, which compared to last year amounted to 2.6%. Thus, in monetary terms, total
revenue was $159 billion.

Caterpillar and Komatsu corporations, being the undisputed leaders of this ranking throughout
the entire period of its existence, retained the first and the second position respectively. And the
differences in sales volumes of these companies and their closest pursuers still remain at an
unattainable level. However, due to the reduction of its activity in the mining industry, sales
volume of Caterpillar fell by almost $3 billion, which in turn led to 1.2% decrease of the share of
the company in total sales volume.

The rest part of "Yellow Table" ranking has much more dynamic competition. So, due to a small
margin (only $5 million), Hitachi Construction Machinery company took third place in the
ranking, pushing Volvo back. American company Terex (5th place) exchanged its place with
German Liebherr, which fell back to 6th place with sales volume of $7.13 billion.

Chinese company XCMG showed the greatest progress in comparison with last year's figures,
which rose immediately 3 positions up and took 8th place in the ranking, thus becoming the
largest manufacturer of construction equipment in the "Middle Kingdom." It should be noted that
XCMG has become the only company and from China with sales figures showed a positive
trend.
Along with these achievements of the Chinese manufacturer, it is worth saying that the most
significant decline in their positions in the "Yellow Table" was suffered also by the companies
from China - Shantui and XGMA, which fell by 8 and 6 positions down, respectively. Thus, the
overall share of Chinese manufacturers reduced by slightly more than 1% and is now at the level
of 13.3%.

